Self-interstitial atom (SIA) type dislocation loop is one of the possible candidates of the so-called matrix damage that causes hardening and embrittlement of blanket structural materials of fusion reactors and/or pressure vessel materials of light water reactors. We present in this paper molecular dynamics computer simulation results on the interactions between an edge dislocation and a SIA loop with Burgers vectors of b ¼ a0 2 ½1 1 11 and b ¼ a0 2 ½ 1 111, respectively, which are introduced in bcc-Fe crystal. Then shear stresses of several different magnitudes are applied so that the dislocation moves to meet the SIA loop. General observation is that the SIA loops with diameter of $2 nm can be obstacles to dislocation motion, and the strength as obstacles to dislocation motion depends on applied stress. The origin of the stress dependent strength can be explained athermally using the elastic theory of dislocation interaction. In most cases, the SIA loops are absorbed by the edge dislocations to form a large super-jog after the interactions. This suggests a possibility of localized deformation of irradiated bcc-Fe due to the formation of dislocation channeling.
Introduction
Neutron irradiation embrittlement of steels used for nuclear plants, such as blanket structural materials of fusion reactors and/or reactor pressure vessel (RPV) materials in light water reactors, is widely accepted to be caused by the formation of clusters enriched with solute atoms, especially impurity copper atoms, and so-called matrix damage.
1) The copper enriched clusters (CECs) and the matrix damage will act as obstacles to dislocation motion to cause hardening of the materials, which leads to embrittlement. The nature of the matrix damage has not been clearly identified, but the possibilities are dislocation loops, nano-voids (vacancy clusters) and the complexes of point defect-solute atoms. If the matrix damage features are such obstacles that can annihilate or be removed by interactions with dislocations during deformation, then the formation of matrix damage causes not only the hardening but also reduction in ductility due to deformation localization. Therefore understandings on the interactions between point-defect clusters and preexisting dislocations are very important.
TEM studies report that self-interstitial atom (SIA) loops are formed in pure iron irradiated by neutrons. 2, 3) Most of the observable SIA loops have the Burgers vector of b ¼ a 0 h100i with the size of several nano-meters where a 0 is the lattice constant. On the other hand, molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulations of displacement cascades suggest direct formation of small ($1 nm) SIA loops with the Burgers vector of b ¼ a 0 2 h111i. [4] [5] [6] [7] The explanations proposed to date have not necessarily succeeded in fully explaining this discrepancy in the Burgers vectors. 8, 9) The possibility of the formation of SIA loops with the Burgers vector of b ¼ a 0 2 h111i at high density with sizes a below resolution limit of TEM of 1$2 nm can not be ruled out.
In this paper, MD simulations are performed to investigate the interactions between a small SIA loops with the Burgers vector of b ¼ a 0 2 h111i and an edge dislocation that glide on the slip plane intersecting with the SIA loop. The strength of the SIA loop as an obstacle to dislocation motion is studied at several applied shear stress conditions, and the detailed mechanisms of the interactions are discussed.
MD Simulation
A schematic view of the simulations is shown in Fig. 1 1 11, is placed on the slip plane located at the middle in the ydirection. A SIA loop of 2 nm in diameter, containing 99 SIAs, is located at the center of the crystal so that the SIA intersects with the slip plane of the dislocation described above. The SIA loop consists of 6 edges in shape, each of which is on either of (110) of the edge dislocation. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x and z directions. The atoms in the top and bottom planes of the crystal in the y-direction are fixed in motion in y-direction to zero, and are also subjected to a force, f , in the x-direction so that a given sheer stress, ¼ f Â n where n is the number of atoms in unit area, is applied to the crystal.
The inter-atomic potential developed by Ackland et al. 10) for iron is used in this study. All the MD calculations start with a structure relaxation phase of 1000 time steps with numerical quenching followed by a phonon equilibration phase of 2000 time steps to reach a given NVT ensemble condition. Then, a shear stress is applied in a way described above. Time integration is performed using the 4th-order predictor-corrector method with a constant time interval of 1 Â 10 À15 second. The number of time steps to complete the interactions between an edge dislocation and a SIA loop is about 50$70 thousands, corresponding to the real time of 50$70 ps.
The positions of all the atoms in the crystal are stored in a file at every 500 time steps in order to study the reaction between the dislocation and the SIA loop. A procedure separated from the main MD calculation is applied to the stored atom configurations, where a 500-steps numerical quenching to make the crystal temperature to zero is performed to remove thermal vibration of the atoms. Then, a coordinate number is calculated for each of the atoms to identify defect atoms that belong to the dislocation and the SIA loop. The atoms having a coordinate number less or greater than 14, which is the sum of the number of atoms in 1sr and 2nd nearest neighbor distance from the atom of interest, are identified to the defect atoms. The Burgers vectors of the segments of the dislocations and the loops are determined as the vectors defined by the starting and ending points of Burgers circuits set around the dislocation segments.
The MD code used in this work is parallelized with the parallelization library of mpich 11) to perform large scale MD calculations on PC clusters, which is typically consists of 8 and 12 processors in this study. Computation time is 8:8 Â 10 À7 s/step/atom with AMD Athlon-XP 3000+ processors.
Analysis of the Edge Dislocation-SIA Loop Interactions
We first discuss general observations in the calculations at different levels of applied shear stress. Figure 2 shows the results for the applied shear stress of 150 MPa. Only the defect atoms identified using the method described in the previous section are displayed. The edge dislocation starts gliding toward the SIA loop on the slip plane after the shear stress is applied to meet the SIA at time 23.5 ps as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The SIA flips during the interaction, and the segment A of the SIA reacts with the dislocation to form a segment with a different Burgers vector (Figs. 2(b), (c)). The rest part of the SIA moves downwards to reach a quasi steady state (or force equilibrium) configuration as shown in Fig. 2 (d) at time 35.5 ps. The reaction slows down at this stage, resulting in the pinning of the dislocation. The arms of the edge dislocations not interacting with the SIA bow out at time 38.0 ps, and further reaction between the dislocation and the SIA occurs. Eventually, the SIA is absorbed in the dislocation by forming a large super-jog as shown in Fig. 2 (e). The edge dislocation with the super-jog starts moving forward again by emitting a couple of vacancies behind as shown in Fig. 2(f) . The marching speed of the edge dislocation with the super-jog is almost the same as that without the super-jog. Figure 3 shows the results for the applied sheer stress of Fig. 3(b) . At 250 MPa shear stress, however, the reaction freezes at this stage, maybe because of an equilibrium condition, and the dislocation is completely pinned at the configuration shown in Fig. 3(c) .
Further increase in applied shear stress to 300, 350 and 500 MPa allows the reaction, locked at stress of 250 MPa, to proceed, and very similar interactions observed at the applied stress of 150 MPa occurred once again. Observable differences from the case of 150 MPa are that the amount of bow-out of the arms of the edge dislocation becomes larger as the applied stress increases.
Another different interaction can be observed at a very high shear stress of 650 MPa as shown in Fig. 4 . The interaction is very similar to those at lower stresses until the initiation of the pinning stage as shown in Fig. 4(b) . At 650 MPa stress, however, the dislocation keeps bowing out, without absorbing the SIA loop, until the dislocation segments adjacent to the SIA loop becomes almost parallel to each other as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The parallel segments, which are screw in character with different signs, eventually merge to annihilate, and then, the dislocation starts moving forward with a small super jog once again leaving a SIA loop behind (Fig. 4(c) ). The process is very similar to that of the Orowan bypass mechanism, 12) where a loop, i.e. the Orowan loop, is created around the obstacle to dislocation. In this case, however, the interaction mechanism is not a simple interaction between the pre-existing SIA loop and the Orowan loop, because the Burgers vector of the new SIA loop is changed to that of the edge dislocation after the reaction. In the computer simulation, the edge dislocation comes back to the location of the SIA loop due to the numerical periodic boundary condition applied in the moving direction of the dislocation when we continue the simulation for a long time. Such dislocation can easily absorb the deformed SIA loop at the second interaction to form a superjog, and keep moving forward.
On the contrary, at a low shear stress of 50 MPa, the edge dislocation stops just in front of the SIA loop as shown in Fig. 5 , and no reaction occurs between the dislocation and the SIA. The motion of the dislocation is fully blocked due to the repulsive force of the elastic interaction between the dislocation and the SIA.
In all the cases shown above, the motion of the edge dislocation is suppressed by the SIA loop, resulting in the hardening of iron. When the dislocation and the SIA loops react, the dislocation absorbs the SIA loop by forming a super-jog, and keeps moving. In other words, SIA clusters can be swept out by dislocation motion during deformation.
Details of the Dislocation-SIA Loop Interaction
The super-jog formation during the dislocation -SIA loop reactions are investigated in detail in this section. Figure 6 shows the process of the reaction. Different colors show different Burgers vectors. In Fig. 6(a 2 ½ 1 111, respectively. In Fig. 6(a) , where the dislocation and the SIA is just to contact, the dislocation line slightly bends due to the repulsive force of the elastic interaction between the dislocation and the SIA loop. At low shear stress conditions, this repulsive force impedes the motion of the dislocation. When the applied shear stress that moves the dislocation forward is sufficiently high, the repulsive force pushes one side of the SIA loop down in the y-direction and 
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the dislocation keeps moving (Fig. 6(b) ). Then, at the stage shown in Fig. 6(c) , the dislocation interacts with the other side of the SIA loop to form a combined segment of dislocation, hereafter we call it bridge dislocation, shown in yellow color in Fig. 6(c) . The Burgers vector of the bridge dislocation is b ¼ a 0 ½001, which is the result of the reaction of
Since this reaction reduces the dislocation energies of interacting segments from Fig. 6(d) . However, the other end of the leading partial bridge dislocation, B, does not move because the sign of the segment of the SIA loop is different at this end and therefore the interaction between the leading partial bridge dislocation and the SIA loop is not energetically favorable. The trailing partial bridge dislocation does not move while the leading partial bridge dislocation moves. This is because that the character of the trailing partial bridge dislocation is pure screw. The mobility of pure screw dislocation is very small in bcc Fe compared to that of the edge dislocation, and furthermore, the resolved shear stress to move the screw dislocation is very small under this applied shear stress. Thus, the dislocation system falls into a meta- Fig. 6(d) , and the reaction between the edge dislocation and the SIA loop does not proceed until the arms of the edge dislocation sufficiently bow out. At the stage shown in Fig. 6(e) , the trailing partial bridge dislocation begins to glide in the same direction as the leading partial bridge dislocation. Eventually, the partial bridge dislocations react and combine with the SIA loop to form a large super-jog in the edge dislocation. The force to move the trailing dislocation is discussed later. The above discussions show that the interaction between the edge dislocation and the SIA loop can be explained by the elastic interactions between the segments of dislocations, and the whole process is athermal. The mechanism for the SIA loop to be an obstacle to the dislocation motion is that the interaction between the dislocation and the SIA loop falls into a meta-stable configuration, which delays the reaction to proceed.
Strength of a SIA Loop as an Obstacle to Dislocation Motion
The results in this work show that the maximum amount of bowing of the edge dislocation is larger at higher applied shear stress as shown in Fig. 7 . The force that acts on the unit length of the dislocation, F r , can be expressed using the angle between the wings of the dislocation, , also defined in Fig. 10 , as
where T is the line tension of the dislocation, l the spacing between obstacles, G the shear modulus, and b the magnitude of Burgers vector, respectively. 13) The critical angles for different applied shear stresses, at which unpinning by the SIA loop occurs, are plotted in Fig. 8 . The critical angle clearly decreases as the applied shear stress increases, indicating that the strength of the SIA loop as an obstacle to dislocation motion increases as the applied shear stress increases. In general, the strength of a second phase obstacles such as precipitates is a unique property determined by the size of the obstacle. Therefore, the observation in this study, that the strength of the SIA loop depends on the applied shear stress, is very different from the normal hardening. This is owing to the difference that in the case of second phase particles such as precipitates, the process is a simple shear or an Orowan-type reaction, while in the case of dislocationloop interactions, the process is a complicated reaction between the two dislocation segments as we see above. This is discussed in the next section.
Discussions
In Fig. 6 , it is clearly seen that the key for the SIA loop to act as an obstacle to dislocation motion is the motion of the partial bridge dislocations. Especially, the motion of the trailing partial bridge dislocation is the most important to understand the mechanism. As is already described, the nature of the trailing partial bridge dislocation is pure screw, whose mobility is very small. The resolved shear stress of the applied stress is not sufficient for the trailing partial bridge dislocation to move, and we need to consider another forces acting on this segment.
One of the forces is the Peach-Koehler force from the arms of the edge dislocation. We calculate the Peach-Koehler force at the center of the trailing partial bridge dislocation as shown in Fig. 9 as a function of the bowing angle, where the positive force moves the bridge dislocation downwards. 14, 15) The plot shows that the force to move the bridge dislocation downwards is the maximum at the zero bowing, and it decreases as the amount of bowing increases. This answers why the whole reactions proceed smoothly at low applied stress of 150 MPa where very slight bowing is observed. At the higher applied stresses, the bowing amount increases, and the Peach-Koehler force from the arms to move the trailing partial bridge dislocation decreases. The reason why the bowing increases at the higher stresses is related to the reaction time to reach the meta-stable configuration from applied stress, and during this time period, the arms of the edge dislocations far from the reaction center move forward.
Since the mobility of the edge dislocation is an increasing function of the applied shear stress, the amount of the displacement of the edge dislocation during a fixed time period increases at higher stresses resulting in the larger bowing. As we see in Fig. 9 , the Peach-Koehler force on the trailing partial bridge dislocation from the edge dislocation arms decreases as the bowing of the dislocation increases, and thus the motion of the trailing partial bridge dislocation is suppressed. This is the situation at the applied shear stress of 250 MPa. At the stresses higher than 250 MPa, the Peach-Koehler force from the arms does not play a role to push down the trailing partial bridge dislocation. Instead the force acting at both ends of the trailing partial bridge dislocation, B and C in Fig. 6(d) , increases due to the line tension of the arms of the edge dislocation. The line tension forces at B and C in Fig. 6(d) are not the same, a shear stress acts on the trailing partial bridge dislocation, and this force pushes down the trailing partial bridge dislocation at higher applied shear stresses. One evidence to show the importance of the line tension is that when we make the computation crystal size larger in the z-direction, which is the direction of the length of the edge dislocation, the edge dislocation bows larger at 250 MPa, and the reaction between the edge dislocation and the SIA loop proceeds to form a super-jog.
As is described in the introduction section, the SIA loops produced in the materials due to neutron irradiation are known to cause hardening as well as reduction in ductility. Our results show that the SIA loops with a Burgers vector of b ¼ a 0 2 ½ 1 111 can be obstacles to edge dislocation motion, thus can be hardening centers. At the same time, it is shown that the SIA loops are absorbed by the edge dislocation after the interaction. Once the radiation damage density is decreased in one area, the area becomes preferable for dislocations to glide, thus the concentration of dislocation glide occurs to form dislocation channeling, which is closely related to the loss of ductility. Therefore, the present work shows that the formation of dislocation channeling in bcc-Fe is feasible when the matrix damage is primarily SIA loops.
These considerations support the experimental observation of the dislocation channeling in RPV materials. 16) 
Conclusions
Molecular dynamics computer simulation study is performed on the interactions between an edge dislocation and a SIA loop in bcc-Fe. It is shown that the SIA loop can be an effective obstacle to dislocation motion. The interactions can be classified into four groups as follows.
I. The dislocation and the SIA loop do not interact due to the elastic repulsive force between them ($50 MPa). II. The dislocation absorbs the SIA loop by forming a large super-jog, and keeps moving ($150 MPa, 300$500 MPa). III. The dislocation is trapped by the SIA loop, and the motion is fully impeded ($250 MPa). IV. The dislocation goes through the SIA loop by Orowan bypass-like mechanism. The SIA loop left behind has the same Burgers vector with the edge dislocation. The detailed interactions can be explained athermally by the elastic interactions between the dislocation segments. The reason why the SIA loop acts as an obstacle is explained by the formation of meta-stable configuration between the edge dislocation and the SIA loop. This meta-stale configuration can be further changed into the final stable configuration of super-jog formation. This change is controlled by the magnitude of the applied shear stress, thus resulting in the dependence of the strength of the SIA loop on the applied shear stress. In the cases of II$IV, the SIA loop annihilates due to absorption into the dislocation. This supports the feasibility of the formation of dislocation channeling in bccFe.
